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							 Phone: (920) 499-5458
														


																			
								 Address: 862 Morris Ave, Green Bay, WI 54304
															

					

								

			

			
			
					
						

						
						 
							We are open for business during the construction and you can access our parking lot from Oneida ST, or from Borvan ST
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				Go Green!
			[image: Eco-Friendly, Resole, Reheel, Recycle]
Shoe Repair is the original recycler!

Become Eco-Friendly by bringing in your shoes and boots to be Resoled, Reheeled & Recycled.


			



		

	




	
		
			
				
	
	
				
			Client Testimonials
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Great place to get shoes and boots fixed. I have had zipper repairs done perfectly and now I have had them change some brown on my boots to black. So happy with the service and the price.
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Paul does a wonderful job at repairing shoes, purses, etc. And he recently helped me with a multi suede jacket that needed to be cleaned. He is knowledgeable, honest, has a great sense of humor and I would always highly recommend!
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Favorite jacket needed a new zipper, teeth wouldn’t align. Thought it would have to be stitched out and in but Paul who was great and very nice took his tool and fixed it within 5 minutes of me being there. Good price point. Would highly recommend. Now I have my favorite jacket back. Thanks Paul!!!
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I used the mail in service as I live a few hours from Green Bay, turn time was quick and work was done well. Would definitely use this service again.
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Paul and his crew were amazing. I took my favorite boots which I hadn’t worn in two years to have the soles replaced. Amazing turnaround and amazing customer experience. Thank you so much!
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8:00AM - 5:00PM



Friday - Sunday
Closed



Saturday Dropoff
at Lindemann's Cleaners
8:00AM - 1:00PM
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